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Ali has been hiding in an attic since civilisation collapsed eight weeks ago.When the plague hit, her
neighbours turned into mindless, hungry, homicidal maniacs.Daniel has been a loner his entire life.
Then the world empties and he realises that being alone isnâ€™t all itâ€™s cracked up to be.Finn is
a former cop who is desperate for companionship, and willing to do anything it takes to protect the
survivors around him.When the three cross paths they band together; sparks fly, romance blooms in
the wasteland and Ali, Daniel and Finn bend to their very human needs in the ruins of
civilisation.Lust, love and trust all come under fire in Flesh as the three battle to survive, hunted
through the suburban wastelands.This story is rated "Hot" (4 out of 5 flames) and contains M/F/M
and F/M pairings.
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In the months following a plague that leaves Australia teeming with zombies, a woman struggles to
survive and negotiate her attraction to two very different men.This book offers a wonderful blend of
horror and romance. When the book opens, Ali has been living in an attic for three weeks. The
suburban world she knows has disintegrated into a lawless wasteland. It's a survival-of-the-fittest
reality where zombies are only marginally more dangerous than roving gangs of bent on murder and

rape.Ali ventures out of her hideaway searching for food and that's when she runs into Daniel, who
has a devil of a time convincing her that he's no threat. His warmth and humor shine from the
moment we meet him. Snippy and short tempered, Ali takes longer to appreciate his appeal. But
they do finally join up and flee into the back country, which is where they meet Finn, who tracks
them for some time before making his presence known.Finn is a former law enforcement officer. We
get to witness his stellar fighting skills on several occasions. But he's also seriously scarred from
some of the events he witnessed when the plague first started. His brash and arrogant attitude is a
nice foil for Daniel's more easy going ways.What develops between these three isn't your average
"torn between two lovers" situation. There's attraction and desire, sure. But it's also a matter of
practicality. The chances of long-term survival in this insane new reality are slim under the best of
circumstances. If you're fortunate enough to fall in with people you can trust, you don't discard them
easily. You find yourself making accommodations that you never might have considered under
normal circumstances.
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